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1 Background 
 

1.1 The Committee requested a short report on key financial challenges that 
concern the Strategic Director of Finance and Governance over the 
longer term.  This report sets out five key challenges. The request was 
not to attempt to provide solutions but to prompt thinking and discussion. 

 
2 Financial challenges  

 
Issue 1 - Balancing the budget and future finance strategy  
 

2.1 Local government has faced unprecedented financial challenges in 
recent years which will remain well into the next decade. A recent 
National Audit Office (NAO) report1 ‘Financial Sustainability of Local 
Authorities 2018’ identified a real terms reduction in spending power 
(grant and local tax) of 28.5% from 2010/11 to 2018/19. 
 

2.2 A comparison between Hammersmith and Fulham and the national 
average is set out in Table 1. The 42% real terms reduction for this 
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Council is significantly above average. Since 2010 our budget savings 
have exceeded budget growth by £113m.   
 
Table 1 – Real terms spending power reductions since 2010 
 

 Real Terms 
Reduction 2010/11 

to 2016/17 

Real Terms 
Reduction 2010/11 

to 2018/19  

National Average 28.5% 28.5% 

London Average 32.2% n/a 

Hammersmith and Fulham 36% 42% 

 
2.3 The reasons why the council’s spending power reduction is so high are:  

 The council received a relatively high level of grant funding in 
2010/11. This makes it more sensitive to cuts in grant funding.  

 Local council tax policy. From 2010/11 to 2018/19 national 
average council tax2 increased in cash terms by 16%. This 
compares to a reduction in cash terms of 10% at LBHF. For 
LBHF, in Band D terms this 26% difference equates to £211 per 
property (£17m per annum).  

 A high level of business rates appeals following the 2017 
business rates revaluation and on-going revision of rateable 
values at Westfield. This means LBHF collects £2.5m less than 
the local government finance system assumes.    

 
2.4 Government funding is expected to fall further well into the next 

decade. The Council is currently modelling a budget gap of £50m 
by 2022/23 (Appendix A).  Closing this budget gap, on top of the 
savings already delivered since 2010/11, is a major challenge. 
 

2.5 A local authority can absorb funding reductions by reviewing service 
spend, raising alternative income, maximising commercial 
opportunities, looking at local policy (for example tax, fees and 
charges, home care) or using one-off funding (such as reserves or 
section 106). Striking the right balance between these options is a key 
issue for the future financial health of the council. 
 
Issue 2 – Financial resilience 
 

2.6 The Council is not immune from wider economic and fiscal challenges. 
There are several known ‘unknowns’ that may impact on our future 
finances. Some examples are set out below. 
 

2.7 The Government is undertaking a fair funding review. This will 
change how government funding is distributed between local 
authorities beyond 2019/20. The expectation is that funding will switch 
from London to other parts of the country. The level of loss, and any 
‘damping’ arrangements that smooth the reduction, are unknown.  
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2.8 Brexit and economic uncertainty. The short-term and long-term 

impacts of Brexit are uncertain. For example, a no-deal Brexit may 
result in: 

 Inflationary pressures from a lower pound, tariffs on imports, 
labour shortages and supply chain problems. 

 An economic slowdown/recession. This would impact on council 
income (such as land charges, business rates, the number of 
residents getting a discount through the local council tax support 
scheme) and expenditure (for example homelessness). 

 Delaying or halting regeneration initiatives.  

 Worse public finances that impact on future funding. 
 

2.9 Review of adult social care funding.  A Government Green Paper on 
social care for older people is due in “autumn” 2018. The Government 
has said that the proposals will “ensure that the care and support 
system is sustainable in the long term”. Potential proposals include a 
lifetime “absolute limit” (i.e. cap) on what people pay for social care, 
and changes to the means-test. The Health and Social Care Secretary 
confirmed that a cap on lifetime social care charges would be 
introduced. Any major changes to the current funding regime will 
present the council with both threats and opportunities. 
 

2.10 The council needs to have sufficient financial resilience to cope with 
these, and other, potential funding risks. One way of providing such 
resilience is ensuring that the council has adequate balances and 
reserves. The council’s general fund balances and reserves are set out 
in Table 2. Reserves can only be used once. 
 
Table 2 – 2018/19 general fund balances and reserves 
 

General fund 
summary 

Opening 
balance 

Budgeted 
contributions 

Commitments 
Available 
balance 

  £000's £000's £000's £000's 

General balances (19,004) 0 0 (19,004) 

Earmarked reserves (79,146) (2,766) 30,515 (51,397) 

  (98,150) (2,766) 30,515 (70,401) 

Earmarked restricted (15,583) 0 0 (15,583) 

Total (113,733) (2,766) 30,515 (85,984) 

 
2.11 Within Table 2 the commitments identify where approval has been 

given to use the reserve for a specific purpose (for example managed 

services implementation). Restricted reserves are those which have 

constraints on how they can be used (for example the insurance fund). 

 

 



Issue 3 – Schools Funding  

2.12 Councils have come under increasing pressure over schools funding, 

particularly relating to children with special education needs (SEN).  

2.13 Funding for children and young people with SEN, from their early years 

to age 25 and alternative provision, is provided by the government 

through the high needs block of Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG).  

2.14 For many authorities such funding is insufficient. Research carried out 

by the Society of London Treasurers (SLT) found that 21 boroughs 

incurred a deficit on their DSG in 2017/18. The financial support they 

provided to schools exceeded the grant available.  

2.15 Hammersmith and Fulham is one of the boroughs that has supported 

SEN provision in schools by providing more funding than the grant 

received. A cumulative £13.4m deficit is forecast to the end of 2018/19.  

Mitigating actions are being explored and the Council will need to set 

aside resources to fund the deficit should these actions be unable to 

resolve the ongoing deficit and recover the cumulative deficit.  

Table 3 – DSG deficit 

 £m 

DSG deficit brought forward from 2016/17 2.165 

DSG in-year deficit in 2017/18 4.867 

In-year 2018/19 forecast deficit 6.400 

Forecast deficit at end of 2018/19 13.432 

 
2.16 An emergent issue has also arisen regarding Early Years Funding. A 

change in the National Funding Formula requires local authorities to 
passport funding via the Early Years Dedicated Schools Grant (EY DSG) 
to all providers based on a participation (activity model) with standard 
unit rates. Most adversely impacted by this change are the 
borough’s four maintained Nursery Schools, who currently receive extra 
support and work with Child Protection and Children in Need referrals. 
 

Issue 4 – Major projects 
 

2.17 The Council is progressing several major projects that are likely to 
impact on future finances. In particular: 

 Use of reserves. 

 Borrowing costs. If Council borrowing is required to support the 
scheme the future revenue cost is estimated at £55,000 per 
annum for each £1 million borrowed. 

 Affordability and value for money. 

 Other potential financial benefits and costs. 

 Risk.   



 Capacity. 

 Taxation. 

 Investment strategy (longer term strategy to maximise 
commercial income). 

Some key projects are set out below. 
 

2.18 West King Street Renewal/Hammersmith Town Hall refurbishment. 
In November 2017, the Council announced new plans for major 
regeneration of the King Street area which will also include 
redevelopment of Hammersmith Town Hall. 
 

2.19 Earl’s Court. The Council entered into a Conditional Land Sale 
agreement (CLSA), on 23 January 2013, with the developer Capital & 
Counties Properties Plc (CapCo), to include Council owned land 
including the West Kensington and Gibbs Green Estates. Full details 
can be found in the 3 September 2012 Cabinet Report. The trigger 
notice for the CLSA was served in November 2013 however, the 
administration continues to work for a better deal for local residents. 
 

2.20 Housing development programme. On 6 July 2015, Cabinet 
approved Phase 1 of the Housing Development Programme, to deliver 
31 units of residential accommodation over 4 sites, financed by £10.8m 
Right-to-Buy and Section 106 receipts. The Phase 1 tendering process 
has been re-run as the originally selected bidder failed to meet contract 
performance standards. This has resulted in slippage of development 
expenditure. 
 

2.21 As the council is close to its Housing Revenue Account debt cap most 
future housing programmes will be delivered via the Affordable Housing 
Framework that has been approved by Cabinet on 6 February 2017 or 
through Council Companies for homes outside of the HRA. Although 
the Affordable Housing Framework report does not specify the cost of 
the scheme, £15m provision has been made in the Capital Programme 
(£12m in 2018/19 and £3m in 2019/20). 
 

2.22 Old Oak and Park Royal Opportunity Area. As part of developing the 
business case for a High Speed 2 / Crossrail interchange at Old Oak 
Common the London Boroughs of Brent, Ealing and Hammersmith & 
Fulham and the GLA published a joint Vision for the Old Oak area to 
encourage appropriate development and to maximise regeneration 
benefits in the area. Since then the Old Oak and Park Royal Mayoral 
Development Corporation (OPDC) was established in April 2015 and is 
now the planning authority for the Old Oak and Park Royal Opportunity 
Area. 
 

2.23 ARK Swift. The council is in discussions with ARK schools’ charity, 
who lease the ARK Swift primary school in White City from the council, 
over proposals for the redevelopment of the site to include improved 
replacement facilities and new homes. The council is considering its 
role in the ownership and management of the homes. 



 
Issue 5 – Lessons from Northamptonshire County Council (NCC) 
 

2.24 The financial difficulties arising at NCC have received widespread news 
coverage. A second 114 notice was recently issued that indicates they 
are at risk of spending more than the resources they have available. A 
section 114 notice effectively bans all expenditure except that which 
protects vulnerable people. 
 

2.25 Auditors have also issued a rare section 24 notice at Birmingham City 
Council. This is a warning shot that requires a council to get its 
finances in order. It is widely viewed as a precursor to a section 114 
notice.  It would be no surprise to see more notices issued in the 
forthcoming weeks.  
 

2.26 Given the financial constraints within which local government is 
operating there are lessons to be learnt from NCC.  In response to the 
first 114 notice at NCC the Government required a Best Value 
Inspection which reported in March 2018. Some key findings are set 
out below.  
 

2.27 NCC lost tight budgetary control and appeared to abandon strong 
and effective budget scrutiny. The report noted that the Council 
committed resources to proposals which were not supported by robust 
business plans and which could not address the regular budget 
overspends.  
 

2.28 NCC has relied on one off items, allocation of balances and capital 
receipts to support revenue spend and balance the budget.  
Reserves and balances reduced from £67m in 2014/15 to a forecast 
£8m in 2017/18. 
 

2.29 There was a failure to document savings proposals and outcomes 
with a lack of accountability for their delivery. Meetings or agreed 
actions of the Senior Management Team were also not minuted. 
 

2.30 Failure to respond to internal or external scrutiny. The Council did 
not respond well to internal or external criticism. Individual Members 
appear to have been denied answers to legitimate questions and 
scrutiny arrangements were constrained by what was felt the Executive 
at the time would allow. Where external agencies reported adverse 
findings, these were not reported with an analysis of the issues or 
action led response. 
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Appendix A – Forecast budget resources and gap 
 

Base Budget  
 
 

Department 
 Expenditure  

£’m 
 Income  

£’m 
 Net Spending  

£’m 

Adult social care 86 (33) 53 

Children's services (£90m of grant funding relating 
education) 137 (99) 38 

Environmental services 36 (17) 19 

Parking 10 (36) (26) 

Corporate services 74 (15) 59 

Housing and regeneration (general fund) 32 (26) 6 

Libraries and archives 3 (1) 2 

Centrally managed budgets (excludes housing 
benefits) 20 (5) 15 

Public health 22 (22) 0 

Contributions to balances / recharges and capital 
financing adjustments 2 (16) (14) 

Total 422 (270) 152 

 
The above figures exclude housing benefits payments, and matching grant 
subsidy, of £145m. 

 
Four year forecast 

 

 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 

Budget gap £’m £’m £’m £’m 

Base budget (as above) 151.8 151.8 151.8 151.8 

Pay and contract inflation 
(cumulative) 

5.2 10.4 15.6 20.8 

Growth approved as part of the 
2018/19 budget 

0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 

Headroom (cumulative) 6.0 12.0 18.0 24.0 

Gross budget requirement 163.4 174.6 185.5 196.7 

Forecast resources     

Developer contributions (3.3) (3.3) (3.3) (3.3) 

Government grant (28.3) (26.9) (25.6) (24.3) 

Council tax (57.2) (57.8) (58.4) (59.0) 

Business rates (56.3) (57.4) (58.5) (59.7) 

Gross budget gap – cumulative  18.3 29.2 39.7 50.4 

 


